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The very job that you do as a
child care provider allows you access to
a great deal of information regarding
the children and families you service.
Upon enrollment and throughout the
year, parents provide you with their personal information so you can best care
for their child, however they provide you
with this information with the EXPECTATION that this personal information will
be kept confidential. Maintaining confidentiality is an important aspect of the
job that you do as a child care provider.

• Human nature makes us a “chatty”
society…we like to talk about others.
As a society, we seem to have lost our
sense of privacy. The media has saturated us with “reality” shows, where anything goes… as well as pharmaceutical
commercials describing maladies in detail.

• Staff loses sight of the fact that they
have a “professional” relationship with
the families and children they service.
When a professional relationship melds
into a personal relationship, familiarity
and comfort often set in and confidentiality can be breached.

What information is to be kept Confidential? Basically ALL personal information is to be kept private, however
there are exceptions and certain situations where you may need, or be required, to share information.

Having roots in the Constitution, Confidentiality and Rights to Privacy are
something Americans hold near and
dear to them. Thus, violations of Confidentiality and Rights to Privacy often end
Despite the emphasis on main- up in the Court System.
taining confidentiality in early care, violations of rights to privacy and breach- Who in the child care setting is guaraning of confidentiality occurs frequently in teed Rights to Privacy?
early care settings. Common reasons • Child
that breach of confidentiality occurs in • Families
the child care setting:
• Staff

We find ourselves emotionally involved with the children that we service
and our hearts go out to them. Their
difficulties may lay heavy on our hearts
and we may discuss their situation with
others to “unburden” ourselves, thus
breaching confidentiality

Sharing of childrens’ information:

•

* WITHIN the Child Care Agency: At
times it is necessary to share information
about a child in your care to best service that child . Decide who to share
information with, on a need-be, caseby-case basis.

Continued to Page 3

12 Character Traits of Corporate Leaders
with children. You are managing a business.
Positive Attitude: People respond and relate
better when you are positive and encouraging. When you have to point out something ♦ Humble/Willing to Admit Mistakes and Liminegative be sure to be constructive and retations: Just because you are the leader
late it back to the expectations of the job and
doesn’t mean you know everything…or that
the overall corporate culture.
other people don’t know more about something than you.
♦ Tenacity: Nothing would ever be accomplished if people gave up after trying once ♦ Loyalty: Believe in the people with whom
and not succeeding.
you have chosen to surround yourself. Support them trust in their areas of expertise and
♦ Tolerance:
Mistakes happen…learn from
use their knowledge and experience.
them and move on. Dwelling or reliving
mistakes will make others in your organiza- ♦ Calm in Face of Adversity: If you are flipping out…they will flip out! Learn to ride the
tion feel that no matter what they do they
Roller Coaster and have fun doing it!
can’t get away from a past mistake. Remember...you can also grow and learn
♦ Curiosity:
Explore new ideas, learn new
something unexpected from mistakes too.
things, consider everything.
♦ Honesty: Nothing is more off putting than a
liar. Nothing will undermine your credibility
more than lies...even little white ones. If you
can’t answers a questions because of confidentiality or because it is not something you
are able to share at the time...you need to
be honest and state that instead of making
Publisher
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something up.
♦

♦

Purposeful/Simple/Direct Communications:
Know what you want to say, think about the
best way to say it, don’t become muddled
and confusing when presenting ideas or decisions.
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♦

Confidence: Do you project confidence in
yourself, your people, and your systems?

♦

Modesty: Are you tooting your own horn?
Do you accept compliments gracefully? Do
you share responsibility with those that
Copyright 2013 RVM & Associates All rights reserved.
helped you achieve a goal and acknowledge Reproduction in whole or in part without permission in
their part in the process.
prohibited. The Experience provides information about

♦

Style: Do you look the part? Remember
while you may be running a child care program...you are no longer in the classroom
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current developments, trends and issues. It does not
offer solutions to individual problems and it should not
be construed as legal or professional advice or opinion.
You should obtain competent legal advise for an individual issue or problem.
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Sharing of staff/employee information:

Ask yourself WHO NEEDS TO KNOW THIS INFOR- Employees’ personnel information: Personnel inforMATION TO BEST SERVICE THIS CHILD? Different mation should be kept in a locked cabinet with limited access. Remember the information in the file
scenarios will yield different answers.
belongs to the employee. In order to share personnel
information., (let’s say if the employee is applying for
Sharing of childrens’ information:
a mortgage or car loan), the employer needs written
* OUTSIDE the Child Care Agency: Information can permission from the employee granting permission
only be shared outside of the child care agency with that the information can be released, who it can be
the written permission of the child’s parent (or guard- released to and the reason it is being released.
ian). This written permission should include the fol- Again, the document needs to be signed by the emlowing : what information can be shared, to whom ployee and dated.
the information can be shared, the reason for sharing the information, and a statement that the permis- Employees’ personal information: The individual
sion can be rescinded by the parent at any time. The employee owns the “personal” information about
document must be signed and dated by the parent. him or herself. Just because you have information
about someone doesn’t give you the right to share it!
If you know something about someone and you are
Exceptions to the Above:
tempted to share it, ask yourself several questions:
Who owns this information? Who needs to know it ?
Subpeona related to release of information
Is it true? (You may not know the whether it is true or
Court Order related to release of information
Mandated Reporting of Suspected Child Abuse & not, but just think how hurtful it could be if it isn’t
true), and finally, What is my motivation for sharing
Neglect
it? Remember once information is out there, it can’t
be rescinded, and remember that sharing of inforSharing of families’ information:
mation is “gossip” and gossip in the workplace is
What is a family? Basically, the accepted definition dangerous.
is: those people living within a household. All information about the families you service should be kept Breach of confidentiality and violation of rights of
confidential. This applies to information you get privacy can have huge ramifications. Not only can
within or outside of the agency. Remember you have the child care agency be held liable, but the individa professional relationship with the family 24 hours a ual child care provider can be held liable as well.
day, seven days a week. Ask yourself “Who Needs to Recognize yourself as the professional that you are…
Know?” Unless it is a serious safety concern, in most and recognize that your professional responsibility to
instances, the answer will be “no one needs to your clients (the children and families you service)
includes maintaining their confidentiality and reknow”
specting their rights to privacy.

PPACA: Employer Mandate Delayed until 2015
Beginning January 1, 2015, employers with 50 or more FULL TIME employees or equivalents that DO NOT offer healthcare coverage to their FULL TIME employees will be subject to a tax
penalty of $2,000.00 per full time employee (minus 30) if at least one of the employers full time
employees receive a premium tax credit or subsidy to purchase healthcare coverage through a government-run health insurance exchange established under the PPACA.
Under the PPACA, a FULL TIME employee is defined as an employee who averages 30 or
more hours of work per week. The tax penalty is waived for the first 30 full time employees, represented above by the (minus 30).
Employees with a HOUSEHOLD income between 100% and 400% of the Federal Poverty
guidelines may be eligible for tax credits of subsidies for exchange coverage if they do not have access to affordable employer-sponsored coverage. Affordable employer-sponsored coverage is defined as the employee contribution of the premium of not more than 9.5% of the employees
HOUSEHOLD income.
If employers with 50 or more full time employees or equivalents DO offer healthcare coverage to their full time employees but the coverage is unaffordable (9.5% of HOUSEHOLD income or
higher) to certain employees or does not provide a minimum value (the employer’s share of the total cost of benefits under the plan is less than 60%) the employer may face a penalty of $3,000.00
per full time employee receiving a premium tax credit/subsidy for exchange coverage.
This delay did not change any of the requirements of employers under the law, it has just
given employers an additional year to come into compliance as many of the methods for reporting
employee coverage and data collection have not been ironed out completely. Employers who are
currently UNDER the 50 or more full time or equivalents requirement of PPACA, but expect growth
over the coming year, should begin discussions with their Benefits Administrator and Tax Accountant
in anticipation of the 2015 deadline. Since this is a whole new game, the data collection and reporting portions of this law will likely be some of the more frustrating parts.

8 Reasons Your People Hate You!
You are indecisive.

work, work too! If you do work “off hours”
wait to send that email until the office is
open…wait to call until they get back into
the office on Monday…It makes you seem
more human…more real. Share some of
your interests outside of the office that your
people may also share….reading certain
popular books, watching popular T.V shows.
Be careful though...bragging about your trip
to Europe or that you spend Christmas every
year in Vail could make them end up hating
you even more.

Employees want to perform and want to perform well. If they are not given clear direction or are stuck waiting around for you to
decide what you want them to do they will
get annoyed and become disinterested in
the work to be done. If you assign work and
then change what you expect or need part
way through the assignment without good
reason, your people will be come frustrated
with having to repeat or redo work they already began. Before delegating, be sure
you have a clearly defined path and final
You don’t have their backs.
expectations.
Employees need to feel that you will support
them with upper management and/or clients
You keep your people in the dark.
when complaints come in. Make sure you
There is a balance between giving too much
address a complaint with the employee to
information and just enough. To be inget their side of the story before addressing
vested in the work, the process and the outit with a client. While it is important to see
come your people need to know what is gothat your clients are satisfied, it is equally
ing on, what the goal is and what the road
important that your employees feel you
getting there looks like. When not provided
won’t through them under the bus with cliwith information, your people will make
ents to save face.
things up for themselves to try and make
sense of things...better to hear it directly
from you, framed in a way that creates buy- You treat them like tools or property.
in and accountability.
Take time to know your people. (This is different than getting involved in their personal
lives) What makes them tick…what parts of
You micromicro-manage every little thing.
their job do they love, do well, what motiIf you know how to do it better, faster or “the
vates them? What professional goals do
right way” then “do it your damn self” is the
they have? Always talk to them with respect
attitude you will get from your people when
and courtesy. SAY THANK YOU!!!
they are not given the room to “do what they
do best.” Learn to delegate and provide
support when needed/asked. Trust the peo- You don’t prioritize.
ple you have chosen to do the job. Instead
You act like everything is a FIRE! Everything
of fixing it when it is not done to par, meet,
is last minute or rushed. Become a better
discuss and ask for it to be redone and be
planner by prioritizing and getting organsure to provide additional guidelines. Also
ized.
except that there may be more than one acceptable way to complete a task.
You are a showshow-off.
They know you make more, they know you
You are a workwork-a-holic.
have a “better schedule” or more flexibility.
It puts pressure on your people and gives
Off handed comments like “Well, I’m outta
them the idea that you expect them to work,
here” can be very off-putting!

WHERE IN THE WORLD...
a day or two to our travel town Campus, Newtown, PA.
schedules to work with you.
For information visit
www.bcaeyc.org
Contact Dawn Martini at
(215) 785Oct 18 and 19: New Jersey
785-3400,
dkgt0409@aol.com to see if
AEYC Annual Conference, Atwe can visit your program when lantic City, NJ. For information
Ron, Dawn and Jan will be we are in town.
visit www.njaeyc.org
traveling to the following cities
for Local, State, Regional and July 16 to 18: RVM and Associ- Nov 11 and 12: RVM and AsNational Conferences on the ates Advanced Policy Writing
sociates Director’s Boot Camp.
dates indicated. We welcome Retreat. Mt. Airy Casino Resort, Montage Mtn. PA. For informayou to attend the conferences. Mt. Airy, PA. For information
tion email Dawn Martini at
Information has been provided email Dawn Martini at
dkgt0409@aol.com
so you can contact the organi- dkgt0409@aol.com
zation conducting the training/
Nov 12 and 13: RVM and Asconference.
Sept 26 to 29: FLAEYC Annual sociates Director’s Boot Camp,
Conference. Orlando, FL. For Houston, TX. For information
If we are going to be in your information visit www.flaeyc.org email Dawn Martini at
state or area, we welcome you
dkgt0409@aol.com
to contact us about coming to Sept 28: Lancaster Area AEYC
your program or organization to Annual Conference, Lancaster We are always adding Conferdo a private training. The cost Mennonite High School Lancas- ence Events to our schedule. If
of bringing us in to your pro- ter, PA. For information visit
you would like us to submit an
gram or organization is signifi- www.laaeyc.org
RFP to your local, state or recantly reduced because we are
gional professional developalready traveling to your area. Oct 5: Bucks County AEYC An- ment event please contact Jan
We certainly don’t mind adding nual Conference, BCCC New- at janice91455@aol.com

